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The theme for

Homecoming, 1986:
"Catch the Spirit"
Be sure to mail the registration
material inside immediately!

Featured in this issue:

.A progress report on the new
Chapel/Performing Arts Center
-Alumni tell what Northwestern did for them
.A graduation 75 years late!
-Accreditation team praises college

The Classic is published regularly for alumni and friends of Northwestern College. If you wish to be placed on the mailing list or have any comments or suggestions, please write: Editor, The Classic, Northwestern College, Orange City,
Iowa 51041.
The editors for this issue are Bill Lovelady, Director of Information Services, and
Doug Vall Berkum, Director of Alumni Development.
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Mark your calendar now
The class reunion schedule will allow you time to plan your vacations. The spring reunions are
always held on commencement weekend and the fall reunions in conjunction with Homecoming.
REUNION SCHEDULE
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Very often, the rekindling of relationships established at Northwestern, no matter how superficial
may have been, can have a richness that only the gift of time could give them.

ATTENTION RUNNERS
The Summer Service Project in vires all of you to the Third Annual Fun Ruu on OctoberLl , Homecoming Day.
5K and 10K runs will begin at 8:30 a.m. The entry fee is $5 in advance and $7 on the day of the. race. To enter,
send your name, address, age and cheek to:
Fun Run,
clo Gloria McCanna,
Northwestern College,
Orange City, LA 5 1041
Lees run for fun. and help students take part in the Summer .Service Project, which involves ministering around
the nation and the world.

they

From the Office of the President
As I write this letter to you, the excitement of a
new academic year is everywhere on campus.
Two-a-day football practices which began on Monday traditionally signal the beginning of the college
year. In addition, student resident 'hall assistants
are engaged in orientation activities with our student affairs staff in anticipation of the arrival of
freshmen on Saturday, maintenance personnel are
putting the finishing touches on freshly redecorated
rooms, and faculty are preparing course syllabi for
classes which begin next Tuesday. Yes, this is a
time of new beginnings.
Even though summers are a necessary time for
renewal, refurbishing, and recreating on campuses,
college life is really very sterile without students.
So it is with genuine enthusiasm that we anticipate
the return of students to campus and the beginning
of a new academic year. Students are the very
reason for our existence. Their return is oftentimes
marked with new aspirations and dreams, as well
as personal resolves to better use their considerable
talents to the fullest extent.
We are especially sensitive to the enrollment of
freshmen. Their arrival is usually marked by some
anxiety and apprehension in addition to the
characteristics identified above. Most often these
same feelings are shared by their families who
have nurtured them for roughly 18 years. We are
honored to be entrusted with these young lives during their important college years and pledge anew
our commitment to helping them become all that
God intends for them to be. This is an awesome
responsibility and one which we do not take lightly. Our dropout rate for freshmen was halved during the past academic year. We truly care about
each individual student and their success at Northwestern.
In addition to the exhilaration of students arriving on campus for a new year, we are experiencing
the excitement of a major building project on campus for the first time in half a decade. The new
chapel/performing arts center project is well underway and on schedule for a Fall 1987 opening. This
will be a magnificent addition to the campus and
to the Orange City community, with untold potential for enhancing worship and performance in the
arts. We continue to be grateful for the widespread
participation of our constituency in the financing
of this facility-a
facility envisioned by our constituency for several decades.

The past fiscal year was a good one for Northwestern College. A modest surplus was generated
in the operating fund. The benevolent spirit of
alumni, friends of the college, churches, and
business/industry, together with the stewardship of
campus personnel, have all contributed to this accomplishment. Of particular note in this regard
was a fiscal-year-ending business/industry drive
which generated over $50,000. Overall giving was
at an all-time high, exceeding by more than 25
percent the college's previous best year.
In their new book, A Passion for Excellence,
Austin and Pieters indicate that truly exceptional
organizations are marked by superior quality and
superior service. Certainly that is a goal for which
we strive at Northwestern. Our mission is to provide a quality, distinctively Christian, liberal arts
education. In addition, we want to provide exceptional care for our students. This will not be accomplished by relaxing standards, but rather by a
genuine concern for the welfare of each person.
The Golden Rule is our guide.
Even as we welcome a somewhat smaller but
very talented group of freshmen, we have begun
already our recruitment practices for the 1987-88
academic year. The considerable competition for
capable students has been well publicized in this
era of a declining pool of students nationwide.
Competition is especially keen in this part of the
country. Therefore, our efforts will be particularly
important. Your assistance is greatly appreciated in
this regard. What a tremendous boost it would be
for our admissions program if everyone who reads
this issue of the Classic would even today send us
the name of a single student who could profit from
a Northwestern College education. Can we count
on you to be this ambassador for us?
The trademark of Northwestern is to provide a
meaningful integration of faith, learning, and living. From all indications we are doing this well.
The Bible tells us that we are children of the promise. We appreciate your part in making God's
great promises come true in the lives of Northwestern College students.

What Northwestern did for me

Bill Van Dyke ('66): "Ben Wiese dealt
with me on a personal level; during my
early years at Northwestern his counsel
was very beneficial. But most important
was the fact that he believed in me and
never gave up on me. That made a
great impact and has served me well
throughout the years as an example of
how to treat people. Another lesson I
learned was that in a diverse group,
such as our class, each had a unique
gift, but despite our differences we accepted each other. The experience of
acceptance has served me well.
"I was fortunate enough to be a
member of Prof. Van Wyk's A Cappella Choir, and that meant a real commitment of time and effort. For me,
Prof. taught a lesson by the way he
motivated each choir member to do his
or her very best. He was his own person-no fake. He had great expectations, and he was completely involved
with each one of us.
"Northwestern was truly a lifealtering experience for me. The type of
people there really made a difference. "

Robert Schoep ('68): "I grew up in
Orange City. Northwestern's influence
on the community, my church and my
family provided me with many tremendous benefits while I was growing up.
My mother and father and several
others in my immediate family attended
Northwestern. r met my wife, Joanne,
at Northwestern. Each of them has been
influenced by the college in some way,
and in turn, each has been instrumental,
along with Christ, in helping me
through life and in providing the many
blessings which have come to me and
my family.
"Northwestern gave me an excellent
Christian education because I had so
many very sincere and dedicated
teachers. I not only received
knowledge, but also many of the principles and values by which I lead my
life today. I learned that all things are
possible for those who believe in Christ
and follow His teachings."

Editor's note: Have you ever wondered where we gel ideas Ior articles? The idea for this one
was born this way. While Bill Van Dyke was driving from his hometown of Sioux City to a
meetingof the Alumni Board at NOrthwestern, he thought about college days. Herold Doug Van
Berkurn that he had suddenly realized how much htssuccess in business was due to what he
received from Northwestern;' Doug listened as Bill described. some of the important things he had
learned ar coltege. Later. Doug decided to write to other alumni and ask them what they owed to
their alma mater. Thus. this article was bO(D,

Dr. Bill Kalsbeek ('68): "The
dedicated men and women on Northwestern's faculty have been role models
for me, since I also have been led to
serve in the field of academics. They
taught me that knowledge sought
without allowing God's light to shine in
our hearts is like an unfulfilled dream,
because, without His light, we will
always fail to find that which we seek.
They led me to a firm conviction that
the search for knowledge is an empty
venture without an accompanying
search for spiritual identity through
prayer and an earnest study of the
scriptures. The result has been a great
sense of fulfillment in my life as I tend
to the needs of both my heart and my
mind.
"The professors at Northwestern also
helped me see that life's rewards come
from meeting the challenges of a job
and, perhaps more important, allowing
God to lead after I have left the office
to go home. I saw faculty as dedicated
to their families, their churches and the
community as they were to their profession. They helped me understand
that I must let God's light shine through
me by sharing with others the gifts 1
have received in such abundance.
"The lessons I learned at Northwestern were like seeds which needed
just the right time and circumstances to
allow them to grow and blossom. I will
be forever grateful that they were
planted and nurtured at Northwestern."

Lolita Smith ('66): "I would like to
say 'Thank You' for all the ingredients
that went into giving me the quality
education at Northwestern that has
enriched my life. I recently returned to
the 'classroom' after 15 years to teach
two very important students-my
children. The personal attention and
'tender loving care' I received at Northwestern compells me to treat my
students the same way. In roday's
unstable society, I find that teaching involves much more than merely imparting facts. Because of Northwestern's
holistic approach 10 education, J am
equipped to meet the challenge of
teaching the children of today."
Winston Ayoki ('65): "During my four
years at Northwestern I learned consciously and unconsciously a variety of
things that have made me successful in
my career in education. I am now the
principal (Editor's note: In the U,S., we
would say president) of a college in my
home town of Kisumu in Kenya. I
found that Northwestern was built on a
Christian tradition and had a gospel
message for all its students. It was an
institution that gave an equal opportunity to all. The faculty was committed. They worked closely with me to
develop my potential and to give me a
sound education. My teachers, fellow
students and the members of the
Orange City community showed a genuine interest in me, a Kenyan, and in
seeing that I succeeded. 1 have applied
the knowledge and the experience I
received at Northwestern."

Dr. Lloyd Rozeboom ('26): "When]
was at the Academy, I chose the
academic program requiring four years
of Latin and two years of French. In
my career as a university professor my
teaching duties" and my research made
it necessary for me to read scientific
literature in many languages. Those
four years of Latin were exactly what I
needed, although I did not appreciate it
at the time I was in school. You have
heard the term 'Publish or perish'. ]
managed not to perish. I must
acknowledge the training Miss Van
Emerick gave me in composition. She
insisted we submit a number of essays
and stories; how can I measure the
value of those exercises which demanded original thinking and taught me to
set my thoughts on paper? I want to
give credit to the entire Academy program for its contributions to my
career." (Editor's note: Dr. Rozeboom is
a distinguished entomologist who has
been recognized for significant contributions to the field of parasitology.)

Dr. Alfred Popma ('24): "] am
grateful to Northwestern because that's
where] met Dorothy, my wife. She has
been my greatest helper for over 58
years.
"We're grateful for the benefit we
received from hearing Rev. John
Steunenberg unfold for Northwestern
students the truths of the Heidelburg
Catechism. "
(Editor's note: Dr. Popma, now retired,
has been honored for his pioneering
work in cancer care.)

Editor's note: We regret no photo of Winston Ayoki was available.

Chapel/Performing Arts Center
Fundraising, construction on schedule

Don Vander Stoep, Vice President
for Development, and Cornie Wassink,
Director of Capital Fundraising, report
that the CaU to Commitment II campaign is on schedule.
The goal is $7,900,000, of which
$6,600,000 in cash and pledges has
already been received. The campaign
runs through 1987.
Cornie has scheduled fundraising dinners for this fall for the following areas:
Omaha/Council Sluffs, Osceola/North
O'Brien Counties, Kansas City,
Southern O'Brien County, Northwest
Iowa/East Central Illinois,
Cherokee/Storm Lake, Kalamazoo,
North Central Iowa, and North Central
Illinois/South Central Wisconsin.
The goal for the campaign includes,
in addition to the amount needed to
construct the Chapel/Performing Arts
Center, funds for operating expenses
and for a revolving loan fund for
students.
As can be seen in these photos, the
construction of the Chapel/Performing
Arts Center is progressing. As this is
written, the steelwork has begun to go
up, and some masonry work is being
done. The contractor is on schedule,
and the building is scheduled for completion in the faU of 1987.

(Above) Groundbreaking
ceremony. Left to right:
Franklin Vogel, Vice Chairman, Board of Trustees; Professor Kimberly Schouten,
Chairperson, Music Department; Don Vander Weide,
Chairman, Board of Trustees;
Rev. Doug Shepler, Chaplain;
President Bultman; Rev.
Marlin Vander Wilt, Member,
Board of Trustees.
(Right) The footings for the
Chapel; Science Hall in
background.
(Below) Looking east at Music
Wing foundations; Hospers,
Colenbrander and De Valois
Field in background.

Casey
Vande Steeg:
A link
between
Class of '11,
Class of '86

(Left) Casey at his mayoral desk
(Right) Leaving his home for graduation

It was 75 years late, but Casey

denied

the opportunity

to graduate

with

Vande Steeg received his Northwestern

his class-not

degree in May. "It's about time, don't
you think?" said the 97-year-old
in an
interview with Chuck Offenburger
of
the Des Moines Register, who featured
Casey in his "Iowa Boy" column.
Casey told how a disagreement
with
an English teacher in the last few
weeks of the 1911 school year led to

going on to the University of Iowa Law
School and carving out a niche as an
expert in municipal
law whose services
were in demand throughout
the state.
He also served as mayor of Orange City
for 27 years.
The honorary degree was a warded
through the efforts of Doug Van
Berkum, who, as Alumni Director, was
checking a computer printout of all
alumni and noticed Casey's name
wasn't on it. "1 went over to his house
to visit with him about it, and that's

his dismissal from the academy. Apparently Casey wrote an essay that was
critical of teachers, and his English
teacher took it personally.
When Casey
refused to make any changes, he was

ON RECOMMENDATION

that this prevented him

when I found out what happened
in
1911. It seems unbelievable
today that
something
like that was tolerated, but it
was a different time when students
didn't question faculty. I decided we
could take care of the situation with an
honorary degree for Casey," says Doug.
As he was escorted on stage by the
Academic
Marshall, Casey's fellow
graduates applauded,
as did many of his
friends from the area. Casey said afterwards that he was delighted to "let
bygones be bygones"!

OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES HAS CONFERRED UPON

<lrnmtliU6 UQIasttf' ltfanbt .§tttg
AN HONORARY DIPLOMA FROM

Nnrt!1wtattm ([laaaleal !\eailtmtl
TOGETHER WITH ALL THE RIGHTS, PRIVILEGES, AND HONORS AS
WELL AS THE OBLIGATIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THIS DEGREE.
DATED THIS 10TH DAY OF MAY, 1986.

Alumni give scholarships
Each of the last two years, the proceeds from the Gala Auction and gifts
from the reunion classes have gone into
the Alumni Scholarship Fund, which
now totals nearly $40,000. This year six
$500 scholarships were awarded. Here
are the winners and excerpts from their
"thank you" letters.

Sherri Harthoorn: "Thank you. This
will really help me out."

Paul Slaughter: "I enjoy the openminded Christian commitment of
Northwestern. I am very thankful for
all the opportunities it offers."

Leah J, Boote: "Northwestern is offering me a chance to find out what I
am all about and how the Lord is using
my life.

Doug Abel: "I deeply appreciate this
gesture. "

Brenda Koerselman:
and proud".

Marlyce Carlson: "This scholarship
will be very helpful, and I appreciate

'" reel honored

it."

•
Preparing main course for twenty years
gave Lenora Van Peursem 'broader view of life'
Twenty years in the college kitchen
gave Lenora Van Peursern a lot of
pleasure, because she loves to cook, but
it also gave her a broad education,
because she met students from all over
the nation. "I became a mom to some
of the students," she says. "I also learned a lot by coming into contact with
students from the East and West Coasts.
My son told me working in the college
gave me a broader view on life",
Lenora and her husband, Mike, have
four children: Jerry, Judy (Mrs. Nolan
Vander Broek), and "the twins". In
1966 when the twins, Marlin and
Marlo, were in first grade, Lenora's
friend, 10 Vande Griend, who was a
cook at Northwestern, told the manager
of the college food service, when he
said he needed another cook, that
Lenora was interested. She started work
in the kitchen in the basement of Colenbrander Hall. "I had only cooked at
home, so I had to forget all I had learned. It was overwhelming at first learning to cook with big quantities. It took
a little while to catch on. I remember
frying dozens of pork chops and lots of
hamburger, and deep-frying chicken.
We didn't have salad bars, but we did
serve salads," she recalls.
Lenora's contact with students was
mostly in the kitchen when they were
in "work-study" programs. "There was
one special student from California.
She was homesick in her freshman
year. She shared some of her problems
with me; I told her I was busy, but to
come out to the farm after work. She
just loved to visit us, because she was a
city girl. Sometimes late at night, when
she had something bothering her, she
would call and ask if she could come
over. She felt comfortable with me.
There was another student, a fellow
from New York who worked with me.
He and I are still closerhe's married
and has a child, but we still keep in
touch," Lenora says. "It's so much fun
to hear from them years later."
Lenora started work in the Northwestern kitchen the first year the col-

•

.,I
Lenora still works in the kitchen, but It's her own!

lege had an outside company running
the food service. She remembers that
there were many companies and many
managers. But one thing didn't
change-Lenora
always cooked the
main dish. "I liked cooking the meat,
potatoes and vegetables, so, although I
had a chance to do other jobs, I didn't,"
she says. She recalls that it was hard
work, lifting heavy loads (that is one
reason she retired). She also remembers
dropping things occasionally! "One
time, we had a lot of peas left over at
the end of dinner, so I was pouring
them into a storage container;
somehow, I ended up pouring them all
over the floor. Another time, there was
a drain backed up and I was going fast
when I hit a slippery spot. Down I
went, hard, but luckily the pot I was
carrying was empty," she recalls.
There were other misfortunes, such
as having students lined up waiting, but

not having the food quite ready, but
these memories are overshadowed by
all the pleasant ones. "If I had the
choice, I'd still do it all over again,"
says Lenora. Her love for her job and
for the people she worked with flowed
over to many students "who just needed
someone to talk to".
\
If you remember Lenora, you are not
alone. And you can be sure she
remembers lots of you-and
always
will.
When she retired, her colleagues
honored her. One thing they gave her
that she treasures is a plaque. It reads:
"In recognition of twenty years of
dedicated service". She didn't have to
wait twenty years for recognition,
though. "Sometimes students would
take the time to come back into the
kitchen after dinner and thank me.
That meant a lot," she says with a
smile.
Editor's note: The graphic at the top of the page
came from the plaque presented to Lenora.

News of Faculty and Staff
Les Douma, the Athletic Director
and Head Basketball Coach, has been
named Chairman of NAIA District 15
for 1986-87.
Prof. Jay Van Hook of the
Philosophy Department, attended a sixweek institute this summer in the
philosophy of religion. The institute,
held at Western Washington University,
was sponsored by the National Endowment for the Humanities.
Professor Ron Takalo, who teaches
Spanish, has returned from a year's
leave of absence, during which he completed all the course work for his doctorate at the University of Texas in
Austin. He has been formally advised
that he has been accepted as a candidate for the doctorate.
Professor Kimberly Schouten of the
Music Department has received the
Doctor of Musical Arts degree in performance and pedagogy from the
University of Iowa.
Professor Dick Van Holland of the
Business and Economics Department
has recei ved the Doctor of Education
degree in curriculum and instruction
from the University of South Dakota.

Professor John Kaericher of the Art
Department has been advised that two
of his art works will be shown at the

The Board of Trustees has approved
the following faculty members' promotions and tenure:
-Gary Weaver from Assistant to
Associate Professor and tenure.
-Ron Toering and Verna De Jong
from Assistant to Associate Professor.
-Glenn Bayerkohler from Instructor
to Assistant Professor.
-Jeff Taylor granted tenure.

Iowa Artists Competitive Exhibition at
the Metropolitan Galleries in Cedar
Falls.

They have also approved the appointment of Professor Herbert
Ritsema as the faculty representative
on the Board of Trustees. He rep laces
Professor Gordon Brumels. President
Bultman, in making the announcement,
said, "Professor Brumels was the first
faculty member appointed to the Board
of Trustees. He has served with distinction in that capacity since 1977. In addition, he has been secretary of the Executive Committee of the Board. We
will miss Gordon's wise counsel." The
faculty elected Professor Ritsema to
represent them.
Jim Krall has been appointed Acting
Dean of Student Affairs while AI
Cureton is on leave to study for a doctorate at Iowa State University. Jim
served as Director of Resident Life for
the past three years.
Bill Lovelady, the Director of Information Services, who has edited the last
fifteen issues of The Classic, retired on
August 31. He first came to Northwestern in 1963 to teach Speech. He
left in 1966, but returned in 1981. He
plans to remain in Orange City.
Professor Lyle Vander Werff of the
Religion Department attended the Annual Conference of the American
Society of M issiology at North Park
Seminary in Chicago from June 20 to
22.
Paul Bartlett, the wrestling coach,
toured several Central and South
American countries this summer as
coach of an Athletes in Action wrestling team.
Rhonda Koele, the former Health
Services Director, has become the
Director of the Student Health Center
at Whitworth College in Spokane,
Washington.

Dan Kraai heads successful fundraiser
About 50 area businessmen,
businesswomen and faculty members
ha ve made the Annual Fund dri ve to
obtain $50,000 for operating funds a
success. Dan Kraai (Class of '71), part
owner of Kraai Furniture in Orange City, headed the drive.

Sept. 6
Sept. 13
Sept. 20
Oct. 4
Oct. 11
Oct. 18
Oct. 25
Nov. I
Nov. 8
Nov. 15

FOOTBALL
Midland.
.
Away
Doane
Away
Morningside
A way
Hastings.
.
Away
St. Ambrose (Homecoming)
Home
Westmar
Away
Chadron Slate
Away
Minot(ParenCsDayj
Home
Benedictine
Home
MN-Duluth
Metrodome
(Metrodome Football Classic)
Coach: Larry Korver

7:30
7:30
7:30
1:30
1:30
7:30
1:00
1:30
1:30
2:00

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Nov.14-15Peru State Tournament
Away
(Doane, Bellevue, NW, Peru State)
Nov. 19 Dakota Wesleyan.
.
Away
Nov.21-22USDTournament
Away
(USD,
NW, Doane,
Sioux Falls)
Nov. 25
Midland Lutheran.
. .. Home
Nov.28-29Morningside
Tournament
Away
(Morningside, Westmar, NW, Wayne State)
Mount Marty College
Away
Dec. 3
NW Missouri Stale
Away
Dec. 6
SW State University
Home
Dec. 13
Jan. 2-3
NW Holiday Tournament.
.
Home
(NW, Westmar, Buena Vista, Peru State)
Jan. 7
Midland Lutheran.
. A way
Jan. 10
St. Ambrose
, . Home
Jan. 14
Briar Cliff*
,,
Home
Jan. 17
Dordt* .
.
, .. Away
Jan. 20
westmar« .
.
, . Home
Jan. 23
Mt. Mercy College*.
.
Away
Jan. 24
Iowa wesleyan- ..
.
Away
Jan. 28
Sioux Falls.
.
Away
Jan. 31
Dordt" .
.
Home
Feb. 7
Mount Marty.
.
Home
Feb. 11
Briar Cliff'" .
.
Away
Feb. 13
Grand View's . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. Home
Feb. 14
Westmare
Away
Feb. 17
Dana.
.
A way
Feb. 20
Marycrest*
Home
"'NAIA Iowa Conference
Coach: Les Douma

The businessmen and businesswomen
were paired with college faculty and
staff members for visits to area business
and professional persons, during which
they explained the need to provide
students with financial aid, to balance
the operating budget, to provide faculty

Athletic
Schedules
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Dakota Wesleyan.
. Home
Univ. ofNeb.-Omaha
.
. .... Away
Dakota State.
. . Home
Graceland . .
.
Home
Doane.
. .. Home
Augustana .. , . . . . . . .
. Home
Grand View.
.
Away
SW State Univ. (MN).
.
Home
Sioux Falls. .
.
Home
Wayne State.
, . Home
S.D. State..............
.
Away
Augustana.
. .. ,
Away
Dakota Wesleyan.
. . Away
NW Holiday Tournament.
. Home
(College of St. Mary's, Dordt,
Simpson, NW)
Jan. 14
Briar Cliff'" .
. ... Home
Jan. 17
Morningside- .
. Away
Jan. 22
Dordt " .
. .. Home
Jan. 24
Mount Marty" .
. . Home
Jan. 27
Univ.ofS.D.
. .. Away
Jan. 29
westmarv .
. Home
Jan. 31
BriarCliff"'.
. .... Away
Feb. 4
Sioux Falls. .
. Away
Feb. 7
Dordt* .............•........
Away
Feb. 12
Morningside"'.
.
Home
Feb. 14
Mount Merty" .
.
Away
Feb. 21
Westmar*
Away
Feb. 23-28NAIA District 15 Playoffs
TBA
Mar.a
Bi-District Game.
. .. TBA
Mar. 14-18NAIA National Tourn. Kansas City, MO
"Io-Kota Conference Games
Coach: Kelly Kruger
Nov. 18
Nov. 21
Nov. 25
Nov. 28
Nov. 29
Dec. 3
Dec. 6
Dec. 9
Dec. II
Dec. 13
Jan. 2
Jan. 3
Jan. 6
Jan. 9-10

with opportunities to attend summer
seminars and workshops, to purchase
books and instructional equipment, and
to fund student ministries programs and
co-curricular aeti vities.
President Bultman has expressed
gratitude for the community's investment in the college through its prayers,
its attendance at college cultural and
athletic events, its financial support and
its willingness to send students to the
college. He thanked the business community for helping the college achieve
a balanced budget, after a previous
year's deficit. "We want to nurture the
warm relationship between the college
and the community because it is to our
mutual advantage. I am delighted, as a
newcomer, to find such an excellent
town-gown relationship," he said.
Dan Kraai expressed his delight at
being able to serve his alma mater as
chairman of the Annual Fund. He served on the football coaching staff until
last season. He owned and operated the
Van Etten Funeral Home from 1972 to
1979.

Sept. 10
Sept. 13
Sept. 16
Sept. 18
Sept. 20
Sept. 23
Sept. 25
Sept. 29
Oct. 1
Oct. 2
Oct. 7
Oct. 9
Oct. 14
Oct. 17
Oct. 23
Oct. 25
Oct. 28
Oct. 30
Nov. 8
Nov. 15

Nov. 22
Nov. 25
Dec. 2
Dec. 5
Dec. 6
Dec. 10
Jan. 10
Jan. 13
Jan. 16
Jan. 17
Jan. 21
Jan. 29
Jan. 31
Feb. 7
Feb. 14
Feb. 18
Feb. 21
Mar. 5
Mar. 6
Mar. 7

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Augustana; Sioux Falls
Dordt Inv. Tourn
Buena Vista
Worthington C.C.; Sioux Falls
Buena Vista; Dakota Wesleyan
Morningside
westmar .
.
Mt. Marty
,.
Westmar . . . . . . . .
. ....
Briar Cliff.
..........
.
Dordt
,
Dakota Wesleyan
"
Morningside. ,
Dordt; Trinity Chr.
Mt. Marty.
.
Midland Lutheran Tourn
Briar Cliff,
Dordt
,
Districts
Bi-Districts
Coach: Paula Beach
WRESTLING
SCHEDULE
Warrior Open.
. Forest City
Westmar
LeMars
Westmar
Home
Athletes in Action
Home
Simpson/William Penn. Home
Huron
Huron, SD
Augustana
Home
Gustavus Adolphus St. Peters, MN
Ft. Hayes/Graceland . Blair, NE
Dana Invit.
Blair, NE
Dana.
.
, , . Home
Buena Vista
Storm Lake
Simpson Invit.
Indianola
Confernce
Liberty, MO
Area Tournament
Blair, NE
Dana
Blair, NE
Districts. ,
Marshall, MN
NAIA NationalsWheeling,
WV
NAIA Nationals Wheeling, WV
NAIA NationalsWheeling,
WV
Coach: Paul Bartlett

Away
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away
Home
. Away
Away
. Home
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Home

All Day
5:00
7:30
7:30
1:30
7:30
12:00
6:00
5:00
All Day
7:30
7:30
All Day
All Day
All Day

All Day
All Day
All Day

Accreditation: an important milestone

by Prof, Robert Zwier
The North Central Association of
Colleges and Schools has voted to continue our accreditation for another ten
years, the maximum possible period.
Accreditation is important as a sign to
students, parents, employees and donors
that the college meets national standards of quality. Unlike some accreditation reviews-which
focus on a single
program, the North Central assessment
is comprehensive, looking at academic
programs, budgets, buildings, personnel
practices, student development programs, and campus governance.
As part of its application for continued accreditation, the college spent
two years preparing a self-study report,
reviewing developments over the
previous decade and making recommendations for improvements. I chaired
a committee consisting of Professors
Don Lindskoog, Phil Patton and Ron
Toering, as well as Administrators Alan
Cureton and Albertena Vander Weele.
Beginning in the fall of 1984, the committee spent several months collecting
and reviewing information about every
facet of the college and prepared a
l24-page self-study report. In February
of this year a four-member evaluation
team from the North Central Association spent three days on campus
meeting with a variety of campus
representatives and poring over
documents. The team's report is like a
"snapshot" of the college's development.
First, they established four critieri a
to be used in the review process. The
first criterion is whether the college
"has clear and publicly-stated purposes,
consistent with its mission and appropriate to a postsecondary educational institution." The team was particularly impressed by Northwestern's
efforts to be a Christian college; the

report stites, "There is unusual clarity
about the Christian mission of the institution." Furthermore, they said the
mission statements of the college "include particular clarity about.
. how
that is to be worked out in its teaching
and educational programs."
The second evaluative criterion is
whether the college "has effectively
organized adequate human, financial,
and physical resources into educational
and other programs to accomplish its
purposes." Again, the team's report is
positive. It has high praise for the college administration, saying, "The administrati ve team functions well as a
group and shares a real commitment to
Northwestern's future." About the
faculty, the team comments, "It is a
good faculty over-all, with some exciting scholars." While recognizing that
the student body is small, the report
declares: "In many ways one of the

"Notably successful in
achieving its goals with
respect to the Christian
faith.' ,
strengths of the College is its
homogeneous student body, attracted to
the College because of its special Christian mission." The Rowenhorst Student
Center receives high marks: the team
calls it "a superb building which provides a focal point for campus life as
well as community life." In its
department-by-department
review of
the academic program, the team points
to many strengths, including good
teaching, interesting scholarship, exciting internship opportunities, and professional attitudes.
The third evaluative criterion is
whether the college is accomplishing its
purposes. In this regard, the team concludes that the college "is notably successful in achieving its goals with
respect to the Christian faith." According to the team report, "students
made clear in many ways their own
growth as Christians and their belief
that the growth has been shaped by
Northwestern College." In addition, the
team applauds the student retention
rates of recent years, as well as the
outstanding placement records of
graduates.
Finally, the fourth criterion asks
whether the college "can continue to
accomplish its purposes." One measure

of that is whether the institution can
recognize and learn from its
weaknesses. The visiting team was very
impressed with how the college had
already begun to deal with the initial
recommendations of the self-study committee: "The team found it remarkable
that the campus administration and
faculty has already thoughtfully considered the conclusions and recommendations of the self study and had begun
to respond to them in an orderly and
thoughtful way." The team "commended the institution for this clear evidence
of its ability to deal with the future and
thus to continue to accomplish its purposes." After reviewing the major
changes during recent years in the curriculum and the administrative team,
the report concluces: "Northwestern
College is an institution that has been
through a good bit of change and stress
over the past few years. With a new
administration in place which has great
respect on campus and enjoys the confidence of the faculty and staff, it seems
important for changes in the next couple of years to be minimal, to give this
administration a chance to work out its
agenda and insure the stability of the
institution in the next few years. This
team has confidence that it can be
done."
Members of the Northwestern community can be proud of this very
positive evaluation. These accomplishments are the fruit of much
hard work by many people. Yet, an institution must continue to grow, and the
North Central team left us with a full
agenda for development. Their report
notes a concern about finances, given
the enrollment declines of recent years,
the farm crisis, and the fact that tuition
and fees make up such a high percentage of college revenues. The team also
encouraged the faculty and staff to
work harder at being a liberal arts institution, commenting that "the liberal
arts commitment.
is less successfully
achieved.
. In addition, the college
may not always encourage the questioning and encounter with other viewpoints and cultures which are central to
the liberal arts, and it continues to attract a student body largely committed
to vocational preparation."
Uplifted by the commendation of the
North Central team and challenged by
its recommendations, the college looks
ahead to another decade of accomplishment and development.
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Academy' 36 ...

then and now
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The Academy Class of '36 at the Heritage Day celebration in May. Left to
right: Ed Hibma, Bertha Koerselman Dykstra, Wilmyna Van Peursem Draayer,
Mirra Grull Burg, Wilma De Vries Kraai, Sebianne Reinders Popma, Gertrude
Reinders Singer, Nellie De Vries-Muilenburg Straks, Vera De Vries Versteeg
and Ralph Mouw (Henry Van Der Schaaf could not attend; Gerritt Ter Horst
and Roger Jasper are deceased).
(See pages 2 J and 22 for flews of the Class of '36.)

Ten out of the thirteen who graduated
from the Academy in 1936 returned to
the campus for Heritage Day in May.
Two of the class members are deceased
and one could not attend. We think
you'll agree that getting so many to
come back to campus is a remarkable
achievement and demonstrates the
loyalty of the Class of 1936 towards
Northwestern. Surely, this example will
inspire other classes to muster a high
percentage of their members for
Homecoming and Heritage Day
celebrations in the future.

"Catch the Spirit!"
Homecoming theme for 1986
There are countless other reasons to
plan to return to campus October 11
and 12 for the 1986 HomecomingReunion Celebration.
-To start a tradition
«To contrast the way it was to the way
it is
-To recapture the flavor and excitement
of our College
«To evoke memories
-To visit with old friends and make
new ones
-To attend the Special Luncheons
«To watch the always tough Red
Raiders

-To involve your children-tours and
counseling with admissions personnel
•To browse in the Cam pus Store
-To attend the Alumni, Parents, and
Friends Banquet
-Tc honor the outstanding Alumni of
the Year
-To honor the new inductees into the
Athletic Hall of Fame,
Lyle Lundgren ('81) and Mary
Ver Steeg ('72)
-Tc honor NW's first four-year
graduating class-The
Class of 1961
-To have good old fashioned fun

Here is the schedule:
Saturday, October 11, 1986
Coffee and cookies with faculty and staff
in Windmill Park
10:00-10:30 a.m. Parade
11:00-1:00 p.m. Special Interest Luncheons
.N-Club-RSC
mini-gym
-Band/Choir-s-Rxt" snack bar
• Drama/Choral Readers-RSC
snack bar
-Open Dining-Fern
Smith Hall
12:45-1:30 p.m .• Concert Band and former members play
Pre-game Pep Band music
- Pre-game Festi vities
Red Raiders vs, St. Ambrose
1:30-4:30 p.m.
4:30-5:30 p.m.
«Social Hour for all Alumni and Friends.
Apple cider and cookies at the auditorium
with music provided by Ritsema Combo
-Tours of computer center and residence
halls
Music concert (auditorium)
5:30-6:30 p.m.
Alumni, Parents and Friends Banquet at
7:00 p.m.
Fern Smith Hall
• Honor classes of '56, '61, '66, '71, '76
and '81
-Special Response from 25th Anniversary
class and presentation of their pins
-Honor Outstanding Alumni of the Year:
-Honor Inductees into Athletic Hall of
Fame: Mary Ver Steeg ('72) and Lyle
Lundgren ('81)
-Music by Northwestern Alumni
9:00 p.m.- . ..
Time for Class Reunions
Special Programming
- Your favorite music
-Time for visiting
-Recalling events of your graduation year
Sunday, October 12, 1986
Alumni-Student Worship Service (Chapel)
11:00 a.m.
Preaching: Rev. Ray Tilstra
Liturgist: Rev. Douglas Shepler, Chaplain
9:30-10:30 a.m.

Campus Store
The College bookstore located in the Rowenhorst Student
Center (RSC) will be open on Saturday from 10:00
a.m.-1:00 p.m. and 4:30-5:00 p.m.
Sport Night
The RSC will be available from 4:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m. with
racquetball, pool tables, table tennis, and large screen TV
for children of all ages. NO cost.
Special Luncheons
Last year the N-Club had over 100 at their luncheon. The
Band/Choir and Drama/Choral Readers also held luncheons
and the turnout was encouraging .
Alumni, Parents, and Friends Banquet
A buffet dinner will be served in Fern Smith dining
room with Alumni Association President William Van
Dyke presiding. The special reunion classes of '56, '61, '66,
'71, '76 and '81 will be honored with the class of 1961 getting special 25 year pins. The Alumni of the Year and
Athletic Hall of Fame inductees will also be formally
presented.
Special Class Reunions
The classes of '56, '61, '66, '71, '76, and '81 will have
time to meet and reminisce before and after the banquet.
Correspondence from members not able to attend will be
distributed and your favorite music will be played. We'll
recall events of your graduation year .
Parade
Alumni and students are preparing special entries to keep
this tradition intact. We'll have clowns, horses, kings and_
queens of the past, and dignitaries led by Parade Marshal.
Downtown-lO:OO a.rn.
Football
Excellent small college football led by Coach Larry
Korver ('54). Larry (Bub) has led the Red Raiders to National NAIA Division 11 championships in 1973 and 1983.
Last year the Raiders were semi-finalists, losing to the
eventual champions (University of Wisconsin-Lacrosse) in
triple overtime.
Accommodations
Orange City has the Twilight Motel (737-4908) with 9
units and the new Dutch Colony Inn (737-3490) with 20
units available. In addition nearby Sioux Center has two
motels and Sheldon has fi ve.
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For Homecoming '86 to be successful, registrations
plans cannot be made!

must be made by October 4th. Without your advanced registration,

r------------------------------------------------------,
Please indicate the number of persons you expect to attend
each of the following events.

Please clip and mail now!

11:00 A.M.-1:00

Name

_

Class

_

P.M.

SPECIAL EVENT LUNCHEONS

Saturday. October 11th
Club ~rama/Choral
Readers __

__N.

($3.50 per ticket)

($3.50 per ticket)

Choir/Band
($3.50 per ticket)

Address
__

Open Dining at Fern Smith Hall
($2.75 per ticket)

Telephone (Res.l

(Bus.)

_

4:30 P.M.-6:00

Please list those who will be attending in addition to yourself:
Spouse's Name

_

Guest(s) Name

_

__

Tours

(No charge)

__

P.M.

Coffee & Cider

(No charge)

5:30 P.M.-6:30

P.M.

.--M usic Concert
(College Auditorium-No

Child's Name

__________

Age

Child's Name

_________

Age_~_

Child's Name

__________

Age

_

Child's Name

_________

Age

_

7:00 P.M.-9:00 P.M.
__Alumni,
Parents, and Friends Banquet
($5.00 per ticket)

Sunday, October 12th
11:00 A.M.

~lurnni

r
t

charge)

_

Worship Service

L

-~

Make your check payable to:

Northwestern

Alumni Association

Forward to:

Homecoming Reservations
Northwestern College
Orange City, Iowa 51041

Registration packets, which will include tickets to each event you check off on your registration form, plus name
tags, and schedule, may be picked up at the following locations:
Friday. .
.
Alumni Office
Saturday 9:30-10:30 a.m
Windmill at City Park
1:00-2:00 p.m .........•...................
Alumni Booth at the Fooball Field

Memories of Homecoming, 1985

RAIDERS
BlOW' '~~

S!
.1-

I••

Chaplain "retools" for new career
"It wasn't easy for me to go back to
college," says Doug Groen ('62). But
Doug did, and he completed an MA in
Adult Education

with a minor

in aging,

achieving a 3.96 average during two
years of evening classes at Incarnate
Word College in San Antonio, Texas.
The college thought su much of Doug
that they featured him in a beautiful
brochure they published recently for
their admissions office.
In his letter telling us about

Doug, who is an Army chaplain

(Lt.Col.) at Brooke Medical Center in
Fort Sam Houston, writes, "I am retooling myself after 20 years in the
military.

I was able to test out my

abilities (at Incarnate Word College).
The fact that I came out with a 3.96
cumulative average speaks well for the
foundation

on which

Northwestern

I have built.

can be proud of that

foundation."
all this,

Alumna honored as "Iowa Teacher of the Year"
"Enthusiasm, dedication and success
with her students". Those were some of
the attributes that won Lynda
(Mastbergen) Bulthuis ('71) the 1986
Iowa Teacher of the Year Award from
the Iowa Association of Retarded
Citizens. She teaches Adult Basic

,

Education at the Plymouth County
Work Activity Center/Sheltered
Workshop in Le Mars.
She started teaching there in 1979.
Her students are handicapped adults.
She began by helping them learn the
skills needed to cope with life, such as

reading, writing, budgeting and using
money. In 1980 she started a speech
therapy program, for those diagnosed as
speech impaired. She teaches her
students and other staff members how
to use sign language.
Lynda takes such a deep interest in
her students that she's always looking
for new ways to help them. A few
years ago she decided to get them involved in the political process by taking
them to the courthouse to vote after
they had studied the candidates and the
issues. She says she is determined to
teach her students how to use their
privileges in spite of their handicaps so
they may become more independent.
Her latest project is to teach them how
to use a personal computer to reinforce
their basic skills, such as reading, spelling and mathematics, as well as to
learn important facts that affect their
well-being.
In nominating Lynda, Cindi Kruse,
the Executive Director of the center,
said, "Lyn continually strives to produce the ultimate in client independence and constantly searches for
innovative methods for teaching lifecoping skills .... There is a very
special bond of friendship between Lyn
and her students ....
She radiates with
pride in their achievements."
We're proud of Lynda, too!

A letter from the Alumni Director
I really want to
strongly encourage
you to act on two
items. First of all is

The second important item I want to
alert you to is the Annual Fund Cam-

paign. We kicked off this drive for
operating

HOMECOMING
1986. Homecoming
this year has been
set for October 11.

dications

eliminating the
Homecoming brochure by including all
information

Campaign and all in-

point to our meeting

the

$55,000 goal. This fall you will be contacted by mail and phone with regard

This year we are

pertinent

funds with a Business/Profes-

sional/Industry

and reservation

slips in this issue of The Classic. During Homecoming, the classes of 1956,
1961, 1966, 1971, 1976 and 1981 will
have special activities on campus. If
you are a member of one of these
classes you either have heard or will be
hearing from a class representative(s)

to the Alumni's role in the Annual
Fund Campaign. J can't emphasize
enough the importance of Alumni participation to insure keeping costs at
Northwestern well within the reach of
all prospective students.
Finally, I want to make two announcements regarding the National
Alumni Board. First, Jim Franken from
Sioux Center has accepted an appointment as an at-large member on the

Board. Jim and his wife Nancy have
two children, Jaymi (7) and Gabriel (5).
Jim is Vice-President
of Interstates
Electric Engineering Company and the

President of IEEC International.
The second

item is the resignation

from the board by Reggie Smidt. Reggie and his family

are leaving

as the Sioux Falls representative on the
Board. Reggie leaves the Norwest
Banking System for a position with a
small corporation by the name of Iron-

A-Way. On behalf of the Alumni
Board, I would like to thank Reggie lor
his time. I hope that someday he'll
serve as a representative

from Illinois.

regarding the plans.

Old grads
keeping
end up
In our previous

issue we announced

that Chip Burkitt ('84) had achieved
perfect scores on the verbal and quantitative ability portions of the Graduate

Record Examination. This article
prompted

a letter from Lorene

(Whitehouse)

Dykstra ('74). She wrote:

"Just wanted you to know that we old
grads are keeping up our end of the
academic effort."

She enclosed her GRE scores: 800 in
the analytical test, 780 in the quantitative test and 760 in the verbal test.
Lorene says she would like to know
what Chip scored in the analytical test!
How about an answer Chip?
Lorene is a teacher who plans to attend the University of Northern Iowa to
obtain a master's degree in a program
for potential secondary school prin-

cipals. She is looking forward to the
challenge

and says, "In about three

years I will be tilting at the windmills
of sexism in secondary school administration."
Could it be she is also
hinting that women are as good as men
when it comes to GRE scores?

Sioux

Falls for Morton, Illinois. Reggie served

Alumni Directory in works
If you have had little or no success in tracing the
Whereabouts of your freshman classmate-c-last seen in Pago
Page, or was it Topeka?-relax,
help is on the way. An
alumni directory is now in the works and is scheduled for
release in the Summer of 1987. 'The publication has been
p lanned as a reference volume .for those . who. of you who
wish to know Where your friends are now and what they
are doing.
The directory will be divided into several sections. The
first will contain interesting pictures and information. It
will be followed by a section with individual listings which
will include academic information; professional information
(such asjob title), firm name, address and telephone, as
well as home address and telephone. Alumni will be listed
geographically, by city, state and foreign country.
All the information in the directory will be researched
and compiled by the Harris Publishing Company and obtained through questionnaires Sent to all alumni and followed up by -telephone verification .. Yourcooperation
in
responding to the quesuonnalre.Jt; you have not done so,
will insure the success of this fascinating and comprehensive directory AJI alumni are given the opportunity to
order the directory when their information. is verified by
phone, (Only Northwestern College alumni will be able to
purchase a copy.)
The entire project involves virtually no cost to Northwestern College. The Harris Company will finance the
operation through the sale of directories to alumni only,
Northwestern College will not benefit financially from the
directory sales, but they will derive substantial benefit from
the updated records which will be turned over to them at
the completion of the project by Harris.
So; for those of you who have wondered, "Where are
they now",' you will SOOnfind out!

Marriages
MARK BENES ('86) and KAREN
SCHERB ('85).
STEVE BIHRER ('80) and KIM
NELSON ('8I)-Peru, Nebraska
KAY DE HAAN ('78) and Kelvin
Costango- Tampa, Florida
ROBERT J, DIXON ('85) and Anna
Rita Martine-Coral Gables, Florida
BRYAN E, FISCHER ('86) and
Tricia Walderner-Manitowoc,
WisconSIO

KIM FRIEDRICHSEN
('77) and
Annette Gilbert
SUSAN GRUIS ('85) and
STEPHAN HIELKEMA ('85)-Holland,
Michigan
MICK NOTEBOOM ('83) and Julie
Huggins-Mattoon, Illinois
BRADLEY OLSON'('86)
and
DARLA V ANDER SLUtS ('84)
TIM OOLMAN ('76) and Laurette
Lorande-Salt Lake City, Utah
MARY PYLE ('76) and Larry
Davis-Davenport, Iowa
LORRAINE SCHA VER ('82) and
Daryl De Jong-Orange City, Iowa

Births
Remember any alumnus who writes or
calls the Alumni Office with a birth announcement automatically receives a
"Big Red" T-shirt for their child. Be
sure to include the year of graduation
for one or both parents when reporting
your new arrival.
With Agnes Steunenberg's help, we
get some of our announcements out of
the local papers. However, to get the
T-shirt, please send us an announcement.

f

GLENN ('85) and Shelly ANDERSON Son Seth lames joins brother Josh.
TOM ('S3) and ALICIA (PUNT 'S3)
BEAVER Son - Travis Scott
Mr. and Mrs. BRIAN ('76) BELTMAN
Daughter - Jessica Claire
JOHN ('72) and Linda BIRCHARD Daughter Laura Anne joins Thomas Eugene (2).
John and LORETTA (pOSTMA '74) Boender
Daughter - Lisa Marie
Mr. and Mrs. DOUG BOONE ('82) Daughter Jaclyn Lee joins brother Ryan (2)
BOB ('S4) and LAURIE (DE JONG)
BOUWER Daughter - Courtney Beth
GARRY ('78) and Jane Brumels
Son - Dustin
Wade joins Stacia and Shawn a
GARY ('SI) and KATHY (BOERSMA 'S2)
BRUXVOORT Twin daughters - Sheila Jo and
Shelly Jo (by adoption) join brother Allan
CHARLES (CHIP '84) and Belinda
BURKITT Son - Charles (Chad) William III

Dave and BYRLA (RENSINK '73) Busch
Daughter - Paula Nelle by adoption
KEITH ('7S) and DEBORAH (V ANDER
WEIDE '79) BUSS Son - Adam James joins
Sarah (3)
Rev. PERRY ('73) and JOYCE (EASON '73)
DE GROOT Daughter - Susan Danielle
MARK ('S5) and LORI (WILLIAMS
'S4) DE
VRIES Son - Dane Paul
Hal and LYNETTE (GROOTERS
'74)
Dykens
Daughter - Erin Nicole joins Nathan (3)
and Allison (I)
DENNIS ('75) and KAREN (V ANDER LA AN
'75) DYKSTRA Daughter - Katherine Lynn joins
Emily (7) and Zachary (5)
- SCOTT ('S7) and DEB (FABER 'S5) V AN
BUREN Daughter - Melissa Renee
Jerry and CHRISTINE
(HEGSTAD '79)
Dykstra
Son - Michael Scott
Daniel and SUSAN (SCHOON '77) Haggar
Son - Reuben Thomas
GARY ('S2) and JULtE (VAN HOVE 'S2)
HEGSTAD Daughter - Bethany Fay
DWAYNE ('74) and Marth lntveld
Son - Joel
Dwayne joins Janna (5) and Rachel (3)
DANIEL ('76) and Pamela JAGER
SonGreg Adam
ROBERT ('7S) and LORI (DUNCAN 'S3)
JENKINS Daughter - Elizabeth April
John and BETH (PAEKEL '78) Johnson
Daughter - Kimberly Joy (by adoption)
BOB ('75) and Cathie KEYSER
DaughterKatie Ann
SCOTT ('82) and Nan KIEL Son - Tyler John
joins Jordan (]ih)
Brad and DENISE (DOORN INK '81) King
Son - Scot! Bradley
DARRELL ('74) and Becky KOENEN
Son - Gregory James
Wayne and RHONDA (SNELLER '83)
Kompelien
Son - Craig Allen
Robert and NANCY (NOTEBOOM
'76)
Kroese
Son - Nathan Robert
Lenny and JANE (V AN LOO '80) Mais
Son - Dean Michael
Gary and SANDY (WILCKE '76) Manderfeld
Son - Dustin Charles joins Nathan Alan (3)
Jeffrey and KAREN ROSE (HAGEMAN '81)
Miller
Son - Jesse Luke joins Virginia Evelyn
(4) and Victoria Elizabeth (2)
Bill and ROBIN (TEEGARDIN
'81)
Moneymaker
Son - Nathan Ray joins Kristin (5)
Kenneth and JANA (NEERHOF '83) Moss
Daughter - Kristen Renae
PHIL ('7S) and JULIE (GREVING 'SO)
MOSS Daughter - Abigail Marie
Jim and JANA (BRUMELS '82) Muir
Daughter - Amanda Joy
Mark and DENISE (KLEINWOLTERINK
'81) Netterlund
Daughter - Sarah Joy
Dale and JILL (VANDER STOEP) Pluim
Daughter - Amber Marie
KEVIN ('7S) and STARLA (DEN HARTOG
'79) POTTORFF
Twin daughters - Brooke Aletta
and Amanda Sue join sister Jessica (20 mo.)
GENE ('S2) and MARGENE (GAALSWYK
'82) RAAK Son - Nathaniel Gene joins Rebecca
GARY ('79) and Leanne RENSINK Son Dustin Alan
MICHAEL ('79) and DtANNE (DAGEL 'SI)
ROEDER (correction) Daughter - Tristen Amelia
joins Katrina (3) and Shawn (I)
Raymond and JOYCE (V AN BEEK '73)
Roghair
Daughter - Robin Marie joins Elizabeth
DOUGLAS ('7S) and MARY (VANDE
ZANDE '78) SCHOLTEN (correction) Daughter
- Kiera, son Derek

DALE ('82) and Myra SCHOOL MEESTER
Daughter - Allison Rae joins Jordan Dale (4) and
Bret Evert (2)
Mr. and Mrs. MICHAEL SHERIDAN ('86)
Daughter - Keelie Ashlen
JIM ('75) and DELORES (SMITH '79)
SIMMELINK
Daughter - Nicole Marie joins
Ryan (2112) and Renee (5)
DAN ('80) and Marveen SORENSON
Daughter - Tara Nicole
Paul and LORETTA ('72) Smith
SonGeoffrey Peter joins Emile Alexis (5)
Ken and SUSAN KAY (V ANDER STOEP)
Swanson
Daughter - Ashley Kay
Les and LILA (ELLIOTT '81) Sybesma
Daughter - Jennifer LaRaine joins Heidi (5)
Merlyn and RHONDA (V ANDENBERGE
'79)
TenClay
Son - Nathan Charles joins Maria Joy
Mr. and Mrs. RANDY TIMMER ('81)
Daughter - Ashley Mae joins April and Cody
MIKE ('77) and Suzie TOLZIN Daughter
-Elizabeth Ann joins Micah Sue
JAMES ('76) and PAULA (SUGDEN '76)
TURNER Daughter - Meeka Nicole
TIM ('79) and SHERRY (STUBBS 'SI)
V ANDER PLOEG Son - Eric Stubbs joins
Shayla
KEN ('74) and Minta V ANDER SCHAAF
Son - Adam Taylor joins Emily Beth (3)
Ron and SHERI (GOLDHORN
'81) Vander
Veen Son - Reid Alan joins Amber Lee
BOB ('76) and CAROL (HELTON '77) V AN
GELDER Son - Jeffrey Jay joins Bryan and
Cassie
EVERETT ('71) and BONNIE (INTVELD
'76) VAN LEEUWEN Son - Kyle James
Kent and LOIS (PALSMA '81) Van Roekel
Son - Matthew David joins Rachel (3) and
Andrew (llh)
Chuck and NORMA (REYNHOUT
'77) Van
Wyhe
Son - Nicholas Jon
Pete and DELORES (VANDER VEEN '82)
Van Wyk Son - Curt James
SCOTT B. ('78) and Kimberly VAN ZYL Son
_ Joshua Matthew joins Sarah (6) and Amanda (4)
ROBERT ('72) and ROMA (ROWEN HORST
'78) VISSER Daughter - Whitney Mae
Dennis and RHONDA (JONES '78) Vobr
Son - Brian Ry joins Michelle Lynn (2lh)
David and SHERYL (DOERR '83) White
Daughter - Danielle Nicole
Dan and CHRIS (POMP '77) Woodward
Daughter - Amanda Joy

Dr. Lester Kuyper:
A tribute
"OUf world is smaller because a big
man has left it." This is the first line of
an article written by a colleague for the
Alumni News of Western Seminary
soon after the death of Dr. Lester
Kuyper earlier this year. Dr. Kuyper
was a member of the class of '22 who
went on to become a distinguished professor at Western Seminary. He retired
in 1975 and died in February at the age
of 81.
Dr. Kuyper served two churches
before becom ing a professor of Old
Testament at the seminary. He published many books and was well-known
as a distinguished scholar.
Richard Ouderslys, the colleague
quoted above, recalls Dr. Kuyper's
delightful sense of humor. He notes that
he became a famed storyteller at
Western Seminary, who always
enlivened faculty meetings and social
occasions. He praises Dr. Kuyper's
teaching. "Teaching Hebrew to beginners, sometimes less than eager for it, is
an art that calls for gentle leading of
the young and utmost patience, and
Lester's skills over the years became
legendary
. Remembering his gifts,
his faith and learning, his grace of
gentleness with flrmness . . we who
knew him so well and loved him will
have him in our hearts forever," he
wrote.
The accompanying photo, provided by the
seminary, shows Dr. Lester receiving a copy of
Grace Upon Grace, a "festschrift"
published
in his honor. The ceremony took place during
a special luncheon meeting at the seminary.

Send for brochures
Cornie Wassink of the Development
Department has some brochures that
will be helpful to any of you who are
approaching retirement age. They include: The Social Security Manual,
which explains benefit tables; The
Slide-O-Scope, a slide calculator which
makes complicated computations of
benefits easy; Social Security in a Nutshell, a wallet-size booklet that summarizes important provisions of the
Social Security Act; and Earniug Statement Cards, which make it easy to
check with the Social Security Administration that your earnings have
been correctly credited. If you'd like
any or all of these write now to: Cornie
Wassink, Development Dept., Northwestern College, Orange City, IA
51041.

...........

_-----

Deaths
CLARENCE CLEVERINGA
('34) died in
Mesa, Arizona. He was married to Cynthia Van
Marel. and they farmed near Carmel until retirement in 1975. He was a member of the Carmel
Reformed Church. Survivors include his wife and
four children.
SOPHIA (RICKLEFS '60, '66) DITTMER
died in Littleton, Colorado. She was married to
Delbert Dittmer, and she and her husband farmed
in the Ireton area until 1979 when they moved to
Rolling Meadow, Illinois. In 1979 they moved to
Littleton. Mr. Dittmer died in 1984. Survivors include a daughter, a son. and four grandchildren.
LEONARD "BUD" RENSINK, JR" ('42)
died at his home in Paso Robles, California. He
was married to Adrianna DeLange. He was a
member of the Veterans of Foreign Wars, and the
Moose and Elks Lodges. He is survived by his
wife and children.

ETHL YN (Y ANDE HAAR '70j SHEPHERD
died in Hawarden following a long illness. Ethlyn
received her teaching degree in 1942 from Simpson College and a bachelor's degree from Northwestern College in 1970. She retired from
teaching at West Sioux Elementary in 1985. She
is survived by her husband and children.
DENNIS W. SMITH ('83) died on January 20,
1986, near Glacier, Washington. He is survived by
his wife, Lisa.
EFFIE (MIDLIN '54) WIGHTMAN died in
Rock Valley. She received a master's degree in
Elementary Guidance Counseling, and taught in
Rock Valley until her retirement in 1972. Mr.
Wightman died in 1979. She was involved in
senior citizen activities in Doon, and wrote and
lectured on the Aging Process to students in Lyon
and Sioux Counties. She was a member of First
Congregational Church in Doon. Survivors include
her four sons.
PATRICK JOHN VAN DEN BRINK was
killed in an accident in July, 1985. He was a
sophomore. He was the son of Mr. and Mrs. John
Vanden Brink of Sioux Center. His sister, Sharon
Klaahsen, is a senior at Northwestern.

The Ruischs

-4 ~
Mary Korver

CLASS OF '16
Edward and Anne (Mouw) Rui sch
are living in Sioux City. Edward retired
from IPS after 45 years of service.
They have one son, Dudley.
CLASS OF '21
Mary Korver is living in Baytown,
Texas.
Bertha Heemeyer is retired and living
in Castlewood, SD. Her husband died
in June 1983. She has one son and one
daughter.
Nell (DeValois) Van't Hof is retired
and living in Jenison,

Michigan.

She

has one son and one daughter.

The Koerselmans

rtba Heemeyer

CLASS-OF

CLASS OF '23

'27

Top who recently celebrated their 60th
wedding anniversary.

Ernest O. Barr has retired at age 81.
He was mayor of Strasburg, ND,
"Lawrence
Welk's birthplace."

CLASS OF '26

CLASS OF '31

Congratulations

Dorothy

Wiersma

to Bill and Lillian

and her husband,

John, retired from farming after 42
years and are living

in Newkirk.

They

have three sons.
Maria (Speelman) Wood retired from
teaching and is living in Hawarden. She
has three children. Her husband died in
1984.
Lloyd Rozeboom, a Professor
Emeritus at Johns Hopkins University,
continues to do some teaching and
research there. He has two children, a
son and a daughter.

Rev. Lewis Koerselman
is a retired
Presbyterian
minister. Elizabeth is a
housewife, but taught for many years.
They have three children. They are living in Amarillo, Texas. Congratulations

on the celebration of a 50th wedding
anniversary!
Artha (Korver) Bomgaars retired
after 27 years of teaching and is living
in LeMars with husband, Arie. Congratulations
on a 50th wedding anniver-

sary celebrated December 23, 1985'

CLASS OF '36

The De Groots

The Vander Matens
Helena (Haveman)
Keizer retired
after teaching for 34 years. She and her
husband Gilbert are active in the
Mobile Missionary
Assistance Program,
travelling throughout
the U.S. in
motorhornes
volunteering
their skills
and time. They have three children and

eight grandchildren.
Henrietta (Scholten)
Peterson is a
retired teacher. She was living in Ames,
Iowa. She moved to Denver, Colorado.
in August to be closer to three of her
daughters.
She has five children.

Mine (Grull) Burg has retired from
nursing. She and her husband, Clarence,
live in Denver, Colorado. They have
two daughters and seven grandchildren.

The Van Engens
Henry De Groot is a retired public
accountant
and teacher of Accounting
and Business Administration
at Sioux

Falls College and Dordt College. He
and his wife have three children and
six grandchildren.
Bertha (Koerselman)
Dykstra retired
from teaching after 30 years. She and
her husband have one SQn and are
foster parents to two Korean boys.
They spend their winters in Mesa,
Arizona, and their summers in Madelia,
Minnesota.
John Hibma is a Protestant Chaplain
at the Michigan Veterans Facility in
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
He received
his Doctor of Ministry degree from

The Kraals

Henrietta Peterson

The vermeers

The versteegs

Fuller Theological Seminary in 1976.
He and his wife have 13 children.
Robert Giebink is an Orthopedic
Surgeon in Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
He and his wife, Mary, have seven
children and five grandchildren.
Wilma (De Vries) Kraai retired after
working for Holstein State Bank for 20
years. Wilma and her husband, Russ,
have two children and six grandchildren.

Class of '36
ccnuinued OIl
/lexr

{Jage

Philip Mouw retired from teaching.
He spends six months a year in
Michigan and the other six months in
Hammond, Loui sianna.
Ralph Mouw retired in 1983 after
teaching Math at NW for 36 years. He
became Math Professor Emeritus in
1983. He and his wife have three
children and seven grandchildren.
Mrs. Sebianne (Reinders) Popma
lives in Orange City. She is retired. She
and her husband have two sons, two
daughters, twelve grandchildren and
two great-grandchildren.
Gertrude (Reinders) Singer retired in
1980 and lives in South Bend, Indiana.
She has two daughters and three grandchildren.
Nelly (De Vries) Straks retired after
teaching English for 15 years. She and
her husband have three children and six
grandchildren. They live in Sheldon,
Iowa, but enjoy their winters in Tuscan,
Arizona.
Colonel G.R. VandeLune retired from
the United States Air Force. He is
President of Professional Chiropractic
Sales, Inc., and lives in Nokomis,
Florida.
Rev. Henry VanderSchaaf served as a
Reformed Church minister for 37 years.
He retired in 1982 and lives with his
wife, Myra, in Holland, Michigan. They
have one son and one daughter.
Ruth (Muyskens) Van Engen and her
husband have been retired for eight
years after serving as missionaries in
Chiapas, Mexico, for the Reformed
Church for 35 years. They live in
Orange City.
Jacob Vander Maten operated and
owned an accounting and data processing business for 30 years in Fort Dodge,
Iowa. After retiring, he and his wife,
Helen, moved to Florida. They have
four children.
After teaching music and directing
the choir at NW for 23 years, Lawrence
Van Wyk retired. He lives in Orange
City. He and his wife have four
daughters.
Alberta (Kooiker) Vermeer and her
husband-, Rev. Henry Vermeer, are
retired and living in Hull, Iowa. They
spend their winters in Florida. They
have two children and five grandchildren.
Vera (De Vries) Ver Steeg and her
husband, Harold, are retired and living
in New Brighton, Minnesota. They
have two sons, a daughter and six
grandchi ldren.

CLASS OF '41
Ethel (Hoekstra) Ausink is a retired
school teacher living in Hadley, Minnesota. She has five children and five
grandchildren. Her husband, Albert,
died in August, 1985.
Artella (Mouw) Bosch is retired from
teaching. She lives in Sioux Center. She
keeps busy with volunteer services and
travelling. She has two daughters and
three grandchildren.
Theda (Brower) Campbell retired
after a career in Early Childhood
Education. She and her husband,
George, have seven children and 23
grandchildren. They live in Poulsbo,
Washington.
Rev. Paul Colenbrander and his wife,
Vera, live in Holland, Michigan. Vera
is still teaching. Paul preaches in
various churches at different denominations in the area. Vera and Paul have
three children and seven grandchildren.
Katie (Wolbrink) Dykshorn is farming with the help of her son in Corsica,
South Dakota. She has three sons.

Allee Epplnk

Alice Eppink retired in 1979 from
the Center for Applied Linguistics in
Washington, DC. She enjoys church activities, entertainment, music and hobbies.
Raymond Faber lives in Orange City
and is employed as shop foreman by
the Sioux County Secondary Roads
System. He and his wife, Bernice, have
four children and twelve grandchildren.
Clifford and Leona (De long)
Haverkamp are retired and living in
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Clifford was a
senior Electrical Engineer for Quaker
Oats, and Leona was a School Nurse
Practitioner with Cedar Rapids Comm.
Schools for 22 years. They have four
daughters.
Otto Huizenga retired in 1983 and
lives in Denver, Colorado. After retirement he started a brokerage firm for
military commissaries at Front Range

bases and worked part-time for Men's
Fashion Bar. He and his wife, Marjorie
Lee, have two sons.
Frank Heemstra and his wife,
Marian, live in Oxen Hill, Maryland.
Frank is retired. He was a research
physicist for the U.S. Naval Research
Laboratory, and still does part-time
consulting for the laboratory.
Ruth (Jasper) Hof is a part-time
secretary in Louisville, Kentucky. Her
husband, Dick, is a chemical engineer.
They both look forward to retirement
next year. They have two daughters.
Gary Hibma and his wife, Gloria,
own a motel in Holland, Michigan.
They have five children, four grandchildren and one great-grandchild.
Alfred Mouw retired from Commercial and Residential Construction on
Ian. I, 1985, after 40 years of employment and part-ownership. He and his
wife, Aletha, live in Sheldon, but spend
January through March in Phoenix,
Arizona. They have four children and
eleven grandchildren.
Anne (Vos) Muilenburg and her husband, Irwin, farm northeast of Orange
City. They are semi-retired. Anne is a
Nurse's Assistant at the Heritage House
in Orange City. They have three
children.
Tom Noteboom retired last
November from the post office where
he was a Rural Carrier. He and his
wife, Elinor, have three children.
Phyllis (Heusinkveld) Provenzano
worked for 20 years as office RN and
supervisor in her husband's medical office. She and her husband retired last
December. They have four children and
seven grandchildren. They also have a
foster daughter.
Bernard Reinders has been farming
since 1944. He and his wife, Lorna,
have two children. They live in Orange
City.
Paul Verburg retired from the
Department of Water and Power as an
Electrical Engineer. He and his wife,
Grace, live in Arcadia, California. They
have two children.
Marcia (Hubers) Zwiep is a high
school teacher in Holden,
Massachusetts. She has four daughters
and four grandchildren.
Phyllis (Bloemendaal) Tuininga is a
Guidance Counselor at the NE State
School for the Deaf in Omaha.
Harold Van Klompenburg retired
after 30 years as an accounting
manager. He and his wife, Jo, have two
children. They spend their winters in
California and their summers in
Paullina, Iowa.

CueyKorver

Andrew MIedema

Henry and Ruth Schoon

Jeane Van Veldhuizen

Marcine De Jong

Henry Schoon retired from the
pastorate. He is now a field representative for Portable Recording
Ministries. He and his wife, Ruth, live
in Sioux Falls, South Dakota. They
have three children.
Earleen Staufacker Schroder is a first
grade teacher in the Sheldon Community Schools. Her husband, Vernon
Schroder, died in 1983.
CLASS OF '46
Marcine De Jong and her husband
are Reformed Church missionaries in
India. Marcine teaches a reading class
daily and is president of CORSOCF, an
inter-faith social work society. They
have four children.
Samuel De Jong and his wife, Nellie,
live in Worthington, Minnesota, where
Samuel is driving a truck tractor. They
have seven children and 13 grandchildren.
Harvey De Vries and his wife, Geri,
live in Northfield, Minnesota and have
two children. Harvey is Director of
Capital Fund Development at Carleton
College.
Joyce (Woodward) Kool and her husband, Rev. C. Orville Kool, live in Normal, Illinois. Joyce is a homemaker.
They have four children and four
grandchildren.
Ronald Korver and his wife, Ruby,
are Reformed Church missionaries in
Japan. They have four children and two
grandchildren.
RoseMarie (Korver) Mackie is

Director-Teacher of Little Lambs
Preschool in Hugo, Minnesota. She and
her husband have three children.
Harriet Pennings lives in Orange City.
Marlys (Mouw) Pennings lives in
Orange City. She has three children.
Peter Vermaat lives in Jenison,
Michigan. He is President of West Side
Federal Savings and Loan Ass'n. in
Grand Rapids, Michigan. He and his
wife have four children.
Wilbur Wiersma lives in Orange City. He owns Wiersma Poultry Farm and
is co-owner of Wiersma- Toryem
Poultry Farm in Okoko, Nigeria, West
Africa. He and his wife, Mary, have
five children and seven grandchildren.
Dick Wissink Iives in Des Moines,
Iowa, where he is President of Independent Insurance Associates, Ltd. He has
two children.
CLASS OF '47
Dr. Samuel and Lucille (Brunsting)
Noordhoff have been honored "as living examples of a Christian
humanitarian team who demonstrate
through their daily lives a concern for
people.
.". Dr. Noordhoff is the director of MacKay Hospital in Taiwan,
where he also performs plastic surgery.
Lucille has been active in Taiwan as a
teacher.
CLASS OF '48
Del De Haan, the postmaster in
Orange City, has recently retired after
42 years of service. Del and his wife,
Lois, expect to keep busy with some
part-time farming, visiting children and
travelling.
CLASS OF '51
Joyce Addengast is working in
Ashton, Iowa.
Arlene (Franken) Bensema and her
husband,Rev. Joel Bensema, live in
Freeport, Illinois. Arlene is a housewife
and a substitute teacher. They have four
children and three grandchildren.
Elvena (Smit) Hyronimus and her
husband, Floyd, live in Sioux Falls,
South Oakota.Elvena teaches piano in
her home. Her husband is employed by
American Freight, Inc. They have three
children and three grandchildren.
Rev. C. Orville Kool is pastor of College Avenue Baptist Church in Normal,
Illinois. He and his wife, Joyce (Woodward) ('46), have four children and four
grandchildren.
Joyce (Den Hartog) Kooy is an
elementary teacher (grade 5) at Galien
Public School in Galien, Michigan. She
and her husband have three children.

Casey Korver lives in Pipestone,
Minnesota, where he is employed by
the Thomas S. Quinn CPA firm. He
and his wife have five children.
Fannie (Lammers) Menning lives in
Ooon, Iowa; she is a Teacher's Aide
and substitute teacher at Central Lyon
School. She has three children and four
grandchildren.
Andrew Miedema is a counselor at
the M-OC School in Orange City and
farms near Alton. He and his wife,
Joan, have five children and four
grandchildren.
Lorraine Oostenink teaches first
grade at Lincoln School in Sioux City.
She has a M.S.W. degree, and was a
school social worker for several years.
Roger Petersen is pastor of the
United Presbyterian Church in
Blainsville, Penn. He is involved in
denominational acti vities and various
organizations. He and his wife have
three children and three grandchildren.
Carolyn (Vermeer) Rohlf is a teacher
in the elementary school in Humboldt,
Iowa. She has two daughters.
Clifford Van Berkum has been a VoAg instructor in Swea City for 31 years.
He has three children and one grandchild.
Ella Mae (Vlieger) Vande Burg! is a
secretary and bookkeeper at Hull Christian School. She is also a part-time
assistant trainer at Northside Court
group horne. She and her husband have
five children and ten grandchildren
(plus two on the way!).
Beverly (Smits) Vander Voet is a
part-time librarian at the Orange City
Library. She taught for several years
before moving to Orange City. She and
her husband have two children.
Jeane (Aberson) Van Veldhuizen is
an Activity Coordinator at Prairie View
Retirement Horne in Sanborn, Iowa.
She and her husband have two children
and one grandchild.
Elmer Van Wyk and his wife,
Elizabeth, live in George, Iowa, where
Elmer owns and operates a barber shop.
Elmer is also a hog buyer for Sioux
Preme Pack. He and his wife have two
sons.
Nelva (Keunen) Van Zyl is a technician in the Gas Supply and Marketing
Division of Llano, Inc., a natural gas
company. She has three children and
four grandchildren. Her husband,
George, died in 1983.
Henry Vegter has been pastor of the
Friendship Baptist Church in Saluda,
N.C. for 22 years. He has one daughter.
Ralph Wiersma is an Executive Electrical Foreman with Public Service Co.
of Colorado. He and his wife have
three children.

Darlene (Ten Haken) Woelber and
her husband, Lloyd, moved to West
Bend from Hull in 1984. Lloyd is
teaching school there, and Darlene is a
substitute teacher in the West Bend
school system. They have three children
and one grandchild.
CLASS OF '56
Florence (Dammer '56) Junkermeier
and her husband Eldon have moved to
Chandler, Arizona. Eldon is working at
Caldwell Banker-Real Estate, and
Florence is a sutstitute teacher.
CLASS OF '57
Iona (Van Veldhuizen '57)
Heusinkveld has been named "Teacher
of the Year" in her school, Franklin
Elementary in San Jose. She will be
representing her school in the district
"Teacher of the Year" contest. A
church newsletter noted that, "her standards are high for her class, and she
sees to it that each child achieves the
goal."
CLASS OF '58
Marjorie Hartog-VanderAarde was
recently named to Who's Who in
American Nursing by the Society of
Nursing Professionals. Marjorie and her
husband, Rev. Robert VanderAarde,
live in Great Falls, Montana, where she
is employed by Montana Deaconess
Medical Center as assistant department
head in education. She is also a
member of the National Honor Society
of Phi Kappa Phi and Sigma Theta
Tau, the national Honor Society of
Nurses.
Muryl Korver, manager of Circle K
Building Center in Sheldon, Iowa, is offering a new efficiency home that
boasts of heating-cost savings of up to
90 percent.
David Kuester has moved to
Bricktown, New Jersey, where he is
employed by the Hockheed Co. in the
Department of Maintenance.
CLASS OF '59
Beth (Bonnema) Sakurai is teaching
English conversation in Japan. Her husband, Akira, died recently after having
a stroke. Beth plans on remaining in
Japan with her daughter, Naomi, and
son, Ken.
CLASS OF '61
Henry Veldhuis, Sheldon High
School chemistry teacher and Physics
instructor at Northwestern College, has
been elected a member of Phi Kappa
Phi, a national honor society at Iowa
State University, where he is studying
for his Ph.D in physics education.

CLASS OF '64
Ken Wiersma has been
principal at Sioux Center
School. Ken and his wife,
formerly in Independence,

appointed
Jr.-Sr. High
Mary, were
Iowa.

CLASS OF '65
Merlyn Vander Lee has been promoted to head of the agricultural loan
department at Security State Bank in
Sheldon. He has been with Security
State Bank for one year, but has had 15
years of ag lending experience.
CLASS OF '66
Lee Bowles has been named Director
of Training at the corporate headquarters of Lawn Doctor, Inc. in Wharton, New Jersey, a national franchise
lawn-care corporation.
Harker's Inc. has named Gary G.
DeKoter president and chief executive
officer. He has been with Harker's for
12 years.
CLASS OF '68
Conrad Van Voorst, who has been
teaching in the Mathematics Department at Vanderbilt University for the
past five years, is doing research for a
doctorate. He also teaches part-time at
the University School of Nashville,
where his wife Jeanne is also employed.
Nolan ('68) and Mary Lynn (Sikkema '71) Bogaard are now living in
Iowa City, where Nolan is a building
inspector with the city and Mary Lynn
is a high school librarian in Keota.
CLASS OF '69
Marian (Shannon) Dalton received
her masters degree in secondary education in English and speech from Ark ansas State University in 1984. She is
now a teacher of English, speech and
journalism in Lynn Community School
in Lynn, Arkansas.
Paul ('69) and Joan (Eilders '70)
Nulton have moved from Calgary,
Alberta, Canada, to Newton, Iowa,
where Paul has accepted the call of the
Community Reformed Church. Joan is
updating her teacher education training
and hopes to rerurn to teaching in the
fall.
CLASS OF '70
Howard 1. Gaass in manager of
Kinko's Copies at the Cleveland State
University Store is Cleveland, Ohio.

CLASS OF '71
Lynda Bulthuis recently won the
1986 Iowa Teacher of the Year award
sponsored by the Iowa Association for
Retarded Citizens. She is an Adult
Basic Education instructor at the
Plymouth County Word Activity Center
in LeMars and is responsible for instructing 46 disabled adults. She has
been employed there for six years.
Dan Kraai, part owner of Kraai Furniture in Orange City, headed the annual fund drive for Northwestern. After
spending 13 years on the football
coaching staff at Northwestern, Dan
wanted to continue serving Northwestern in a different area.
Dr. Jerry Van Es has left the Orange
City clinic and hospital to begin duties
in the emergency rooms of both Sioux
City hospitals, though most of his time
will be at 51. Luke's Medical Center.
He plans to continue living in Orange
City.
CLASS OF'73
Scott Bovenkerk has recently accepted the position of head football
coach at Washington High School in
South Bend, Indiana. He and his wife,
Judy (Van Donselaar '72) moved there
this summer.
Brenda Jo DeGraaf received a Master
of Arts degree from Eden Theological
Seminary on May 16.
Dwayne ('73) and Martha Intveld
live in Hazel Green, Wisconsin. They
are employed at the John Deere Works
in Dubuque, Iowa. They have three
children: Janna (5), Rachel (3), and a
newborn son, Joel Dwayne.
Dr. Tim Oolman is an Assistant Professor of Chemical Engineering at the
University of Utah in Sait Lake City,
Utah.
Dell Rapids, South Dakota, will soon
be home to Dr. David Reinke and his
family. After a five-year residency in
Tulsa, Oklahoma, David will begin
private practice in Dell Rapids.
CLASS OF '75
Jack Swart and his wife, Deborah,
who are RCA missionaries, have completed their assignment in Nairobi,
Kenya. Following a furlough, they will
begin an assignment with the Summer
Institute of Linguistics in Juba, Sudan,
in September, where they will be involved in building projects and in the
work of Portable Recording Ministries.

CLASS OF '76
Peggy (Vis) Koele has been honored
by the Governor's Council on Physical
Fitness for her outstanding
achievements in a handicapped program. She is a PE teacher at River
Valley School and has worked there
with students from pre-school to
elementary age for the past six years. In
addition to teaching classes, Peggy
helps the children prepare for the
Special Olympics.
Rev. John and Lynne (Lender ink)
Hubers have been appointed missionaries by the Reformed Church in
America. They will serve in Salalah,
Oman, where John will become pastor
of the English speaking congregation
and be responsible for community relations.
Susan Lensink participated in Hands
Across America. She and her sister
joined the line on Chicago's lakefront.
This once-in-a-Iifetirne experience was
something Sue says whe won't soon
forget and she hopes it raised
everyone's consciousness as well as
funds for the homeless and hungry of
America.
The Reverend Earl L. Smith ('76) is
now the pastor of the Immanuel
Reformed Church in London, Ontario,
Canada.
CLASS OF '77
Dr. Jeffrey DeHaan has finished a
five-year residency in orthopedic
surgery in San Antonio, Texas, and is
now serving a six-month fellowship in
Edinburgh, Scotland, doing total hip
replacements and back surgery. This
will be followed by a one-month
fellowship in Switzerland and a twomonth fellowship in Hanover, Germany, in trauma surgery.
Debra (Heyman) Mastbergen and her
husband Brian live in Ames, where
Brian is completing his Masters in
Agricultural Engineering. He is also
teaching computer graphics at Iowa
State University. They have a son Brett
(2'h), and are expecting No.2 in
August!
Rev. Virgil Stewart is minister of
Fam ily Life at Ada Reformed Church
in Grandville, Michigan. He is also still
associated with World Home Bible
League as Planned Giving Officer.
Mike Tolzin is Branch Bank
Manager in Magnolia, Minnesota. He
and his wife, Suzie, live in Luverne
with their two daughters.
CLASS OF '78
After eight years in the oil business,
Karl DOff is beginning a new career in
the insurance business-he
is a District

Representative for the Aid Assocation
for Lutherans.
Nita (Bloemendaal) Savage has been
appointed health care consultant at
Equitable Life. She and her husband,
Steve, live in Chicago.
CLASS OF '79
Steve Branch sang the lead tenor role
recently in the world premiere of the
opera "Martin Avdeich" by Robert
Downard. After his performance with
Opera Denver and the Denver Chamber
Orchestra, Steve was invited to sing
with the orchestra in a performance of
Mozart's Requiem.
Rev. Tim Ivan Mason received his
Masters of Divinity degree from North
American Baptist Seminary in Sioux
Falls, South Dakota, in May. He was
ordained on June 8, and is serving the
United Methodist Church in Archer.
Cathleen (Vander Woude '79)
Sweetland lives in Orange City, Iowa.
She married Richard Sweetland two
years ago and has two step-daughters:
Sheila Marie (17) and Rene Ann (14).
The RCA recently appointed Char
TenClay director of adult voluntary services. She will join the Synod of the
West staff located in Orange City.
Adult Voluntary Services provides opportunities for adults and young people
to share their skills and abilities in
local, regional and world ministry programs.
After spending six years teaching
mentally disabled students in an
elementary school in Osage, Carol
VanderPloeg spent a year at UNI working on her MAE degree in Elementary
Special Education. She is starting a new
class in Boone for elementary students
with behavioral disorders.
David Vlieger and his wife, Carla,
were married in April and are now living in St. Joseph, Missouri, where
David is a salesman and training
manager for Aquatron Systems, Inc.
CLASS OF '80
An anonymous graduate of the class
and his employer have donated three
top-loading balances for use in the
chemistry department. Thanks to this
anonymous donor and to his employer,
who contributed double the amount he
donated.
Blaine Duistermars has received a
Master of Science degree in professional studies in education from Iowa
State University.
Tammy Lindahl has received her
Master of Divinity degree from Mcf.ormick Theological Seminary in Chicago.
She is a pastor in a rural parish in
Missouri.

Dan Sorenson was recently promoted
to Supervisor of Corporate Accounting
at Rolscreen Co. in Pella, Iowa.
Dennis TenClay has joined the staff
at Security State Bank in Sheldon as an
agricultural loan officer. Prior to joining Security State Bank, he was a loan
officer at the Sheldon Production Credit
Association for 5V2 years.
CLASS OF '81
Jolene ('81) Anderson, who lives in
Seal Beach, California, has received her
Master of Music degree in Choral
Music from the University of Southern
California. She toured with the '85
USC Concert Choir to Europe and with
the USC Chamber Singers to Hawaii.
She also participated in the opening
and closing ceremonies of the 1984
Olympics. Jolene is the Director of
Music at Orangethorpe United
Methodist Church in Fullerton and is
establishing a studio offering music
classes for children, private lessons, and
entertainment.
CLASS OF '82
David Boender has received his
Master's Degree in Marriage and Family Counseling.
Kirk Wayne Neustrom has received a
Doctor of Podiatric Medicine degree
from the Dr. William M. School College of Podiatric Medicine. He was a
member of the student chapter of the
American College of Foot Surgeons, the
Sports Medicine Club and the Phi
Alpha Pi fraternity. He was also active
in the School College men's basketball
program, the Chicago Area Runners
Association and the Lakeshore Ski
Club. He lives in Spirit Lake.
Steve ('82) and Beverly (Jasper '84)
Bradburn have both received master's
degrees in applied music from the
University of South Dakota.
CLASS OF '83
Carma Herring lives in San Jose,
California, where she is working as a
Senior Counselor in a boys' group
home operated by Advent Group
Ministries.
Kevin Muilenburg is the operations
officer and computer manager at
Farmers Saving Bank in Keota, Iowa.
Steven J. ('83) and Wendy
VanRoekel live in Naperville, Illinois.
Steven, who received his Bachelor's
Degree in Animal Science in 1983 from
Iowa State University, has been promoted to National Product Marketing
Manager for the Wayne Feeds Division
of the Continental Grain Company.

Lynchburg, VA is the borne of Ronda
(Sneller '83) Kompelien and her husband Wayne. They have a 3 month old
son, Craig Allen. Wayne

will be receiv-

ing his doctorate this fall. Wayne is
associate professor of voice at Liberty
University.
CLASS OF '84
Jim ('84) De Kruif has graduated
from the Orange County Sheriffs
Academy. His peers elected him class
chaplain. He is a deputy sheriff in the
adult corrections

facility

in Orange

County.
Gwen DeVries

has been appointed

Credit Department

Clerk by Furst

a

Me Ness Company in Freeport, Illinois.
Twila DeVries has a new position as
Administrative
Assistant for the Mesa
Christian Care Center in Mesa,
Arizona.
Dave Fjeld was recently awarded second place in sports reporting in the
Minnesota Newspaper Association's
Better Newspaper Contest. There were
26 entries in the weekly category.

Susan (Loerop) Foss has received her
CPA certificate. She and her husband,

CLASS OF '85
Mark ('85) and Lori (Williams '84)
De Vries are living in Forreston, Illinois, where Mark is employed as
manager of the Woolworths store in

Sterling.
The U.S. Air Force has commissioned Dan Landegent a second lieutenant.
He graduated from Officer Training

School at Lackland Air Force Base,
Texas.
Michelle Levigne was recently
awarded a Master's degree in Communication by CBN University in
Virginia Beach, Virginia.
Melinda Morris has been appointed
to fill the lone teaching vacancy at
Unity Christian High School in Orange

City. She will be the part-time Spanish
teacher.
Scott Schermer is now living in
Brownsville, Texas, where he is
teaching special education.

Deb Wolthuizen is employed by
Cran-Hill Ranch, an RCA youth and
family campground
Michigan.

Sioux Falls College has appointed
Sarah Jiskoot as admissions counselor.
Sarah's territory includes Nebraska,
Colorado, Wyoming and southern South
Dakota.

Deb (Faber '85) Van Buren is a

in Rodney,

reporter for the SiouxIand

Press in

Orange City.

Wayne, live in Redondo Beach, California, where she is a Public Accountant.

Steve ('85) and Debra (Kuiper '84)
Locker live in Iowa City. Deb has been
promoted to loan officer at Hills Bank

CLASS OF '86

and Trust Company.
Pam Mordenti spent eight weeks this
summer in the inner city of New York
with the Master's Production Company,
working alongside Here's Life Inner City as they used their dramatic skills for
evangelistic
outreaches during the

"Summer in the City" project. Along
with the dramatic presentations, Pam
discipled students on the project, working with a "servant team" in ministry
areas ranging from day camps to soup
kitchens.

Lisa (Waite) Muilenburg has been
appointed

Program Director

for Iowa's

Child Preschool in Iowa City.
Karen Westley is living in Miami,
Florida, where she is a full-time

Medical Technician
South Miami

on the 11-7 shift at

Hospital

and "loving

it!"

She is also studying for the Florida
State boards. She has already passed the
ASCP and NCA examinations.

The marriage of David ('86) and Linda (Josephson) McClerry brought

Ross DeHaan has accepted a teaching
position at Christian Baptist High

together this group of Northwestern

School in Southfield, Michigan.

College Alumni. They are from left to
right: Cathy Eckhoff, Gloria McCanna,

in Bible and Theology from Moody Bi-

Lori Ranshau, Marty Shaver, Karen
Wiese, Mike Mars, Paula McLaughlin,

Scott Schermer, Dick Gould, Linda and
Dave, Dan Barkel, Ann (Berge) Barkel,
Brad Olson, and Darla (VanderSluis)
Olson.

Dan Mortenson

has received

his BA

ble Institute. He is now doing Public
Relations for the King's Engineering
Fellowship in Orange City, which is
developing the Angel, a twin-engined
airplane for use by missionaries.

r--------------------------------,
Be a part of a successful Alumni Association,

I

and sign up for a volunteer position.
Full name

Behind every
successful
Northwestern Alumni
Association
activity is . . .

middle

first

last

Home address

maiden

--,---

_

city

street

zip

Business address

_
company/firm

street

zip

city

Telephone (

an Organizer
an Envelope Stuffer
a Letter Writer
a Typist
a Telephoner
a People·Greeter
a Computer Operator
a Planner
'
a Consultant
a Furniture Arranger.
a Mover
a Shaker

)
business

home

College

Class year

_

I will volunteer in the following ways (check one or more):
D Contact prospective
students

D Provide professional
advice to Northwestern
Alumni Association
staff
Specify:

D Identify potential
donors (corporate
or individuals)
D Assist with special
events/acti vites/
conferences

D Donate products
or services.
Specify:

D Contact state
legislators

D Become involved with
my class's
activities

and a Committee

The following times would be most convenient to volunteer:
D daytime or evening
D daytime only

I

Return to:
NW Alumni Association,

D evening only

Orange City, IA 51041

._-------------------------------~
r------------------------------------l
CAREER SEMINAR

Name

_

Address

Res. Tel.

r----------------l

_

City

State
_

Zip,

Bus. Tel.

I
I

_

Tell us about a Prospective
Student:

_

D I would be willing to come to campus to serve as a resource person at a career
seminar in the 0 Fall 0 Spring

Name
Address

_

Phone No.

_

D I would prefer to have a student(s) see me at my place of business.
D I would consider a NW student as an intern.
D I would be willing to write a statement about how my education at Northwestern
affected my career.
Comments

Year of H.S. graduation

_

H.S. name

D Check if willing to contact prospective students in your area.
Your name and address

L

Areas of Interest

_

Mail to Alumni Office

J L

Mail to Admissions Office
Northwestern College
Orange City, IA 51041

_

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
~I
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Our representative on the National Alumni Board, Kathy King, sent a letter to Alumni in the Southwest. We
thought it was so good we asked her for permission to reprint it as an open letter to all Alumni and friends of
Northwestern College.

